ANOTHER DME GLOBAL STANDARD
DME’s modular mold base system is manufactured from premium quality steel with precision machined features available in over 7,000 combinations. The tolerance of each plate results in interchangeability allowing for easy assembly and quick change.
Ease of use... contact your local DME customer care specialist or, if you prefer, configure your mold base on-line and place your order in less than 5 minutes, anytime, any day, and anywhere for immediate shipment.

Skilled labor is in short supply... by providing a high tolerance foundation, we enable your most valuable assets to concentrate on the things that matter most – crafting molds.
An integral part of the Milacron advantage, providing you all of your tooling and molding requirements. Supported with an unrivaled level of product and after-market services your customers will value around the globe.
DME™ and LKM®, two globally recognized product and manufacturing leaders, combine to deliver a mark of product quality providing you and your customers with the assurance of consistent reliable performance through the entire life-cycle of the tool.
True **global supply** requires the local availability of consistent and high-quality plates and mold components when and where you need them. Your customers also benefit, as wherever your tool goes globally, we are there to support you.

- **Service Available In 5 Continents**
- **Through 150 Sales & Service Facilities**
- **Global Companies Require The Supply and Quality Of A Brand They Can Rely Upon Worldwide**

**GLOBAL BRANDS**
Our steel is meticulously engineered, selected, and controlled. Each heat lot is quality tested not only by conventional metallurgical composition methods, but also through a series of cutting, grinding, milling and polishing processes to ensure reliable and consistent machining you can trust.

Value is established through an off-the-shelf modular design, and is further enhanced with DME mold components. This design delivers a more economical and faster way to build and assemble your mold – destined to surpass your customers’ expectations.